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Abstract: Sustainability is a major challenge while introducing changes to the organizational way of working. The paper studies sustainability of Lean Six Sigma (LSS) implementations in KPO/BPO (Knowledge Process Outsourcing/Business Process Outsourcing) industry. Five such case organizations that have implemented Lean Six Sigma practices in their Indian operations are studied. An exploratory case study method is adopted. The KPO/BPO case organizations are evaluated from four dimensions of people, process, technology and operational outcomes. Impact of Lean Six Sigma (LSS) practices on above four dimensions helps us to study and understand the underlying nature of relationships. Current study demonstrates some critical aspects that impact the sustainability of LSS implementations in case organizations. Business alignment, leadership commitment, tailoring LSS knowledge, and post implementation actions are some of the factors that play a critical role in the sustainability of LSS. This research has limitations of the case study method as it is limited to five case organization. Hence, the generalizations of findings and conclusions must be done cautiously. Further similar empirical studies in KPO/BPO’s can possibly give more insights into independent and dependent factors and the correlations between them. This study has significant managerial and academic implications as the KPO/BPO industry is a growing sector of Indian economy. Published literature on LSS implementation in services sector has picked up over last decade, but there is very little literature in KPO/BPO sector. This paper is an attempt by researchers to contribute to this key area.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Lean Six Sigma (LSS) is an integrated improvement framework based on Lean and Six Sigma principles. It has gained popularity among managers as it focusses on eliminating waste and reducing variation. This helps in improving cost, quality and timeliness. LSS is extensively used in manufacturing and published literature reveals it has been proved to be largely successful [1].

Evolution of LSS in manufacturing shows that it started with sectors such as automobiles and then got adapted to other sectors such as aircraft, electronics packaging, textiles, furniture, chemical, chemical, food and beverages and electrical and electronics [1]. Usage of LSS in services sector has lagged even though services dominate much of the GDP of almost all the major economies [2]. Primary reason cited for this is the intangible and heterogeneous nature of services [3]. Thus, there is a need to adapt LSS in various service sectors. One such service sector that has grown tremendously across the globe [4] since 1990’s is KPO/BPO (Knowledge Process Outsourcing/Business Process Outsourcing) and is of interest for this study. The size of this sector is evident from the fact that in India alone this sector currently provides 1.9 million jobs along with revenue of USD 32 billion [5]. Revenues are further estimated to grow by over 65% to USD 54 billion by 2025 [6]. KPO/BPO is a part of overall Information Technology enabled Services (ItES) outsourcing used by all Global 500 companies to primarily reduce costs and retain their competitive position [7]. This makes technology driven KPO/BPO part of the global complex and dynamic supply chain [8]. Within India, BPO began in 1990’s with American Express and GE gaining foothold with simple and manual data entry tasks. Key factors that have catapulted India to contribute over 40% in global KPO/BPO market [5] are large pool of graduates speaking English, favorable policies of government, favorable time zone difference with US, development of IT infrastructure, and adaptability of various KPO/BPO service providers. Over a period, the BPO’s took on more complex work and moved up the value chain of their clients and helped them with their critical and core business processes aka knowledge processes. This led to coining the term KPO (Knowledge Process Outsourcing) [9, 10]. Table I shows the evolution and classification of KPO/BPO.

In this research study the term KPO/BPO refers to the knowledge processes which convert tacit data into explicit data or useful knowledge [11]. Such knowledge processes have some simple and manual process steps as well and hence term KPO/BPO is used [12].

Multiple challenges are faced by KPO/BPO operational manager that impacts operational outcomes. These challenges can be distilled into market driven, customer driven, managing interactions among people, process technology to achieve best operational performance. To manage these operational interactions various LSS operational models are used. Specific operational parameters need to be understood and their interactions among each other observed over a period to be able to predict some trends. Interactions and activities that have a cross functional nature, involve deeper understanding of domain knowledge, and the integrative play of multiple systems pose even bigger challenges. Scope for this research paper is to study these challenges faced by KPO/BPO operational managers during implementation and sustenance of LSS.
operational practices.

In absence of any empirical studies and integrative theories suited for KPO/BPO service operations, a case study method is used. This helps us to qualitatively undertake efforts to

**Table I: KPO/BPO evolution since 1990’s (inputs from various NASSCOM reports and industry experts)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computing Factor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Intensive</td>
<td>Process Improvement</td>
<td>Process in-dig and Automation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Model</td>
<td>FTE based</td>
<td>FTE Transactions</td>
<td>Transaction based</td>
<td>Outcome Based</td>
<td>Value Additive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processes</td>
<td>Non-core transactions (e.g: Customer support)</td>
<td>Core Knowledge based (e.g: Big Data Analytics)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Nassesment</td>
<td>Multimodal</td>
<td>Full ERP presence</td>
<td>New Service Technologies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Termination</td>
<td>BPO, ITES, Offshore, Nearshore, Shared Services Center, Global Delivery Center, Global Labour Service Center</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

study the variables and the nature of interrelationships amongst them. Case study approach follows guidelines laid down by Yin [13] and is aimed to understand the “How” part. Keeping in mind scope the outlined above, we have formulated two research objectives i.e.

Objective 1: Study of sustainability of LSS practices implementations in KPO/BPO service organizations

Objective 2: Study the impact of LSS operations management models in the KPO/BPO industry

**A. Flow of Paper**

This research paper discusses the sustainability of LSS practices implementation and their impact on operational performance in KPO/BPO service organizations. Data is collected using primary and secondary sources to develop a qualitative understanding of research objectives mentioned earlier.

A brief introduction to research topic helps narrow down research objectives followed by literature review section (Section II) that attempts to uncover current understanding of services environment and challenges faced by operations managers in implementing and sustaining LSS. This also allows us to understand the impact on operational performance. Section III explains research methodology adopted for this research study and the rationale behind it. In Section IV data collection from the case organizations is described that have implemented LSS practices in their KPO/BPO operations. This is followed by Case discussion in Section V. Lastly Section VI summarizes conclusions and best practices from this research study along with various implications and limitations. Potential future scope is also briefly mentioned.

**II. LITERATURE REVIEW**

**A. Understanding KPO/BPO environment**

KPO/BPO is part of ITeS (Information Technology enabled Services) as per NASSCOM industry categorization of IT outsourcing. Every KPO/BPO environment consists of three parties i.e. client (outsources its business process), service provider (performs business processes for the client) and customer (end user, client may sometimes be a customer). Multiple studies have contributed to the understanding of KPO/BPO environment [4, 14-18]. However, very few studies that help to cover the operations management topic which helps to understand how the BPO’s have moved up the value chain of knowledge processes [16]. Various authors have contributed to the growing knowledge such as Bharadwaj identifies competencies needed for successful relationship building with the clients [14]. Lacity et al., has done extensive review of published articles on BPO’s to arrive at factors that affect BPO decision making (such as cost reduction, access to skills, continuous improvements, focus on core capabilities) and BPO outcomes (such as client communication, management capability, knowledge sharing, resource capabilities, cultural distance) [4]. Malik and Blumenfeld have discussed through a case study on how adoption of quality management systems positively impacts BPO organizational learning capability [15]. Sen and Shiel have used case study to discuss issues in moving up the value chain of outsourcing complex business processes [16]. Whitaker has empirically validated that organizations that have earlier outsourced their IT requirements or have international experience more likely to outsource their business processes [17]. Wüllenweber et al. has also empirically shown high correlation between process standardization and outsourcing of business processes [18]. This is quite natural as the business risks will be lower. While KPO work is highly profitable for service providers it also involves multiple risks seen both from client providers view. Mudambi and Tallman have discussed relational model to mitigate this risk as organizations move to outsourcing knowledge processes. They argue that outsourcing of knowledge processes involves a make-or-ally decision rather than make-or-buy for simple and manual business processes that can be standardized [19].

To summarize, due to the recent evolution of KPO/BPO sector and the dynamic nature the business environment there is propensity among businesses to outsource their knowledge processes. As KPO/BPO are keen to take knowledge work, operations managers need to find ways and means to mitigate client risks. This needs a careful analysis by academic researchers.

**B. Challenges faced by operations managers and the issue of sustainability**

Operations managers in KPO/BPO face many challenges involving managing of knowledge processes, such as developing and adapting appropriate service delivery models based on customer pull, defining appropriate metrics, measuring real time quality, putting appropriate controls, adopting technological changes, managing client relationship, keeping employees motivated, managing senior management, multiple interactions of processes and subprocess in service supply chain that they may not fully own, and adjusting to the intangible nature of services. Given current scope of research, focus will be understanding the sustainability challenge that can be directly addressed by LSS service operations model implementation in a knowledge process environment.

Sustainability is defined by Oxford Lexicon as “the ability to be maintained at certain rate or level” [20]
Sustainability of LSS is an issue that concerns most organizations due to persistent change management effort needed to make LSS a success. Change must happen across the organization in beliefs and mindsets followed by multifaceted actions leading to operational and business outcomes that indicate if organization is imbibing the lean thinking. [24, 25]. Various challenges in sustaining the LSS thinking are ongoing top leadership commitment, project selection and prioritization, empowering front line decision making, customer centricity, problem solving mindset, linking LSS to organization bottom line, competency building at all levels, coaching and mentoring resources and aligning existing improvement efforts to LSS [21 – 23, 26].

C. Evolution of LSS improvement methodology

1) Lean Evolution

Origins of lean are majorly attributed to evolution of lean at Toyota in 1950’s, where core practices of lean i.e. JIT (Just in time), Defect Reduction, Jidoka (Autonimation with human touch), Waste elimination, Standard Work, flow concept, Kanban system, Continuous improvement, workload levelling emerged and were practiced [27]. Ohno has also credited Henry Ford for developing and applying some of first lean concepts in his moving assembly line system in 1913 [27]. Some of the other most prominent studies that exist documenting Lean thinking and practices are by Krafčik [28], Womack et al., [29] and Womack [30]. Womack et al., have described the concept of “Lean Factory” in their book “Machine that changed the world” [29]. Womack in his next book “Lean Thinking” outlined five principles of lean i.e. define value, map value stream, establish flow, create pull and achieve perfection [30]. Apart from manufacturing, lean has been extensively implemented in service sectors such as healthcare, insurance, IT outsourcing and banking [31, 32 – 36].

2) Six Sigma Evolution

Six Sigma has its origins in 1980’s at Motorola and GE. It is based on a robust process improvement framework called as DMAIC (Define phase, Measure phase, Analyse phase, improve phase and Control phase) and aims to reduce variation in the process. Each phase has collection of tools and practices that help towards the goal of reducing process variation and defects. There are a good number of evidences in published literature of Six Sigma implementation in finance and banking, energy and utilities, healthcare, education, airline and customer services [21, 37]. Since six sigma implementation involves a significant resource commitment, there must be a careful consideration of various factors during its implementation [38]. Six Sigma implementation is usually driven through six sigma specialists such as Master Black Belt or Black Belt. American Society for Quality (ASQ) runs professional certifications program that ensures the specialists have a certain minimum competency.

3) Lean Six Sigma Integrated Approach to Improvement

Integrating Lean and Six Sigma brings natural advantages of both approaches in terms of cost, speed and defect reduction which are critical aspects of operational performance. Improvements in cost reduction has impact of reducing overall cost of operations, while improvements that improve speed of delivery and reduce defects have direct positive benefit for customers experience [39 – 41]. This makes an integrated approach of Lean Sigma Sigma highly appealing and popular among operations managers. It also merits that best projects be chosen keeping business strategy in mind and sometimes Lean or Six Sigma itself may suffice as improvement methodology, comparisons of two approaches should be avoided [26] and project need should mandate improvement methodology giving best returns on scarce resources invested in such improvement projects. There are three such types of projects loosely classified as Small Improvements (done by team directly and needing few days), Rapid Improvement Projects (done by managers and run up to a month) and Six Sigma projects (complex cross functional projects lasting up to six months and done under guidance of six sigma specialists). Once implemented, sustainability actions must be initiated to ensure processes do not fall back to the old ways. This is a major challenge since there is good amount of inertia during implementation (due to the leadership focus), however once the focus shifts on day to day execution changes do not sustain. Antony, Arcidiacono and Snee have suggested various best practices to mitigate the issue of sustainability [22, 23, 26]. Some of them are listed below:

- Comprehensive deployment covering implementation and a 30-60-90 day observation after handover to operations team
- Projects aligned to business objectives and impacting bottom line
- Competency building of teams to get general understanding of LSS methodology
- Commitment and active practice of LSS thinking by leadership

4) Various challenges in implementation of LSS operations models and operational performance in KPO/BPO

Since KPO/BPO’s are essentially services they also have similar challenges such as lack of visibility, meaningful metrics, real time data, etc stated earlier in paper [42, 43]. As implementation of LSS is a significant investment by service provider, it would be beneficial if client also reciprocates and most ideal if it has also implemented LSS. Further, many business processes are critical to the client organization. Especially if these are complex strategic business processes, then there must be a strong relational and contractual governance must be in place [4]. Operational managers must strive to develop and practice these to continue outsourcing partnership as a strategic ally [19]. Operations managers must put enough controls in place that will establish a trail of how sensitive business information was handled during processing. Since knowledge processes are usually unstructured pieces of information and involve complex and subjective decision making, processes must be built and improved continuously
to capture accurate customer requirements. A regular communication with the client and feedback can ensure that any gaps between actual service delivered and client expectations are addressed immediately. Equally important for knowledge processes is to define and agree operational performance in consultation with the client. These can be a mix of objective and subjective measures knowing that measuring knowledge process performance is a difficult area due to lack of any agreed framework and standards in published literature. Existing literature on knowledge process performance is summarized in Table II. Most common and minimum critical performance attributes cited by that seem common to all authors are quality, speed, flexibility, dependability and cost [44].

Table II: References to Knowledge Work Operational Performance adapted from Kroopsu-Vehkapera & Isoherranen [60]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Operational Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kroopsu-Vehkapera</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isoherranen</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehkapera &amp;</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kropsu-Vehkapera</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kroopsu-Vehkapera</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehkapera &amp;</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kropsu-Vehkapera</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kroopsu-Vehkapera</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehkapera &amp;</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kropsu-Vehkapera</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kroopsu-Vehkapera</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehkapera &amp;</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kropsu-Vehkapera</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kroopsu-Vehkapera</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehkapera &amp;</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kropsu-Vehkapera</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kroopsu-Vehkapera</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehkapera &amp;</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kropsu-Vehkapera</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kroopsu-Vehkapera</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehkapera &amp;</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kropsu-Vehkapera</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kroopsu-Vehkapera</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehkapera &amp;</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kropsu-Vehkapera</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kroopsu-Vehkapera</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehkapera &amp;</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kropsu-Vehkapera</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
<td>Knowledge Work Performance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To summarize challenges KPO/BPO operations managers face are:

- Changing and increasing customer expectations
- Lack of standard metrics
- Employee engagement and motivation
- Adequate process controls to address issues of confidentiality and security
- Lack of skilled resources for knowledge processes

D. Research gaps from Literature Review

It is clear from literature review that little published literature exists on KPO/BPO service operations management based on LSS framework. There is a strong need for such frameworks dealing not only with improvement projects but also day to day execution of knowledge process. The models should be cross functional and integrative, have strong customer orientation to co-create, allowing iterative built up of knowledge process outputs. Published literature has qualitative case studies that can help in development of conceptual models and theories that can be empirically tested. These case studies are domain specific covering KPO/BPO work in healthcare, banking, insurance, utilities, pharma, oil and gas, shipping and transportation, legal services to name some. KPO/BPO Operational performance is also an area that needs to be studied [45]. As can be seen in Table II, this topic is an evolving area and there is no single solution. A mix of objective and subjective measures may help in better decision making by operations managers. It is evident from literature review that case study method is a popular method adopted for theory building. We have summarized gaps into following research questions

Research Question 1: How are the sustainability issues addressed by KPO/BPO during and after LSS operations framework implementation?

Research Question 2: How are LSS operations frameworks implemented by KPO/BPO organizations for managing service operations?

Research Question 3: What are the best practices for measuring the impact of LSS framework implementation?

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Rational for research method selection

Researchers have chosen to adopt an exploratory case study research method. The decision is driven by lack of existing published frameworks and theories on LSS service operations model for KPO/BPO service environment. Exploratory case study method gives qualitative insights of underlying events and interactions between various process level and sub-process level factors [52 – 54]. A multi-case study gives an advantage by allowing us to see similarities and dissimilarities of observed variables in multiple scenarios. This helps to build theories and possibly explore on the nature of variables and interactions [55].

Current research is part of ongoing field research by researchers starting June-2018 by reaching out to five different KPO/BPO organizations that have implemented LSS as part of service operations management in multiple ways. Selection of case organizations is based on convenience to get widest representation across KPO/BPO sector covering 3rd party and captive setups, Indian and foreign owned and spanning across multiple industry sectors/domains. In all above organizations both knowledge work and manual/transactional work exists but focus of study is on knowledge work.

B. Data Collection

To address the known limitations of a case study method, a case study protocol was designed as per guidelines by Yin [13] covering project overview, field protocol, case study questions, and case study report. During a brief first connect with the case organizations implementation leaders were made aware of aims and objectives of the study and their willingness to participate in research. Once they consented, a semi-structured interview schedule was shared to allow interviewers to familiarize with the questions. This allowed some flexibility to add more relevant info. A standard protocol for all case organizations was to collect primary data through semi-structured interview which were voice recorded for accurate transcription. Transcribed notes were sent to interviewers for review and confirmation and final consent. In addition to semi-structured interview where ever permitted by organization policies a brief floor visit was done to see implementation of LSS practices. Along with primary data, secondary data was also accessed. This was both internal and external and served to mostly reinforce primary data and in few cases, fill the gaps in primary data. For example, if top management commitment was
mentioned as one of factors for implementation, then implementation progress reports mentioning regular reviews with the functional delivery head filled gaps in terms of mere commitment or active involvement of senior leaders. Table III summarizes primary and secondary data collection for all case organizations which are named as C1 to C5. Denzin has also recommended such triangulation of data from multiple sources in person, time and space to overcome deficiencies in any one data source [56].

Table III: Summary of Primary and Secondary Data collection for Case Organizations C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5

IV. CASE STUDY

A. Case Context and Organization Brief

Names of the case organizations have been kept hidden on request. Using a common research protocol table IV elaborates details of the five case organizations such as their core business, nature of KPO/BPO, regional base, clients/domains supported, head count details, years since lean sigma practices, any LSS specialist roles and reporting details, LSS competency and sustenance actions.

B. Data Collection in case organizations on LSS operations model implementations

Primary case data for all organizations was collected through semi-structured interviews. Based on literature review of LSS implementations in a service environment an interview schedule covered following areas of LSS operations management framework implementation.

• Specific implementation approach covering various LSS practices
• Various stakeholders in implementation and their role
• Walk through of an implementation cycle focussing on people, process and technology
• Adoption/integration of technology in LSS operations model
• Tangible and intangible outcomes expected from LSS implementation
• Operations performance attributes and performance metrics examples adopted
• At least two examples of implementations with baseline and improved operational performances
• Challenges encountered during LSS implementation and sustenance
• Some best practices evolved during implementation

Table V below briefly summarizes data collected on LSS operations model implementations

Table IV: Details of case organization context and organizational brief for five cases i.e. C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 (names not revealed on request)

Table V: Case Data Collection on LSS service operations model

C. Data on Phase Wise Deployment details

Phase wise deployment of LSS operations model were captured for each case organization. This contained detailed LSS practices that were used or implemented during various phases. Information was captured on the number of phases, LSS practices used, flexibility in implementation, change management and any best practices adopted during deployment. Attention was also given on how the LSS framework support day to day execution and challenges faced by operations managers. Table VI shows phase wise detailed information for all five cases i.e. C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5.

V. CASE DISCUSSION RESULTS

Considering the research questions and objectives formed earlier, we have observed how variables related to LSS implementation and sustenance operate in the KPO/BPO
services environment. Based on variables uncovered during primary and secondary data in a KPO/BPO environment we now compare these variables across the five case organizations. Both qualitative and quantitative data are used as per guidelines by Yin [13] and Eisenhardt [57]. Studying the behavior of these variables brings deeper understanding of how these operate and leads us to building new theories or fine-tuning existing theories. Cross case analysis is

**Table VI: Data collection on phase wise implementation details for five case organizations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Organization</th>
<th>Primary Phase</th>
<th>Key Tool Used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>F: Identify Phase</td>
<td>Process mapping, Performance management Framework, Requirement mapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S: Survey</td>
<td>Value streams mapping, cost-center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F: Future State</td>
<td>Value streams mapping, Future State, Lean consortia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E: Deployment</td>
<td>Workload reading, Outlining, Standard Work, Daily Outside Measurement Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P: Post-Implementation</td>
<td>Continuous improvement, standard assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>F: Build Improvement</td>
<td>Build, Analyze, Plan, Polle, Test, Exit, Evaluate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F: Lean Design</td>
<td>Current process mapping, Value streams mapping, Benchmarking, Lean tools, Design tools, Benchmarking, Standard Work, Value analysis, Change, Design, Verbally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C: Lean Validation</td>
<td>Prioritization, Risk assessment, Cost benefit analysis, Client relationship, Performance test, Upstream analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E: Service Validation</td>
<td>Process validation, Auditing, IPA analysis, Testing, OCX, Objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>F: Process Excellence</td>
<td>Strategic improvement, Daily Management, Lean Assessment, Client Performance reviews, Standard Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S: Technology matrix</td>
<td>HPA, Capabilities, strategic alignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F: Import Form process</td>
<td>Training form, training process, performance feedback, account management, registry control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>F: Process Excellence</td>
<td>Large scale rollout, Continuous improvement, value solutions, performance feedback, measure, action, transformation strategy, objective alignment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

built on research protocol and prevents any bias due to people interviewed or even that of the researchers [57]. Primary and Secondary data presented in previous section and tables IV, V, and VI are used to discuss the case study using various interrelated factors.

**A. Organization factors**

Organization factors have a direct impact on operations management. We looked at organization cost driver i.e. weather it is a cost centre (a captive service centre set up by a parent organization e.g. Mastercard Global Business Services Centre) or a revenue centre (a 3rd party service provider serving multiple clients across one or multiple domains e.g. Accenture). Data from the case organizations shows two of them i.e. C2 and C4 are captives (cost centres for parent organization). C1 and C5 are 3rd party (acting as revenue business unit and having multiple clients) IT and business support services provider respectively and part of their larger parent organization. C3 is a 3rd party fully integrated service provider of outsourced business processes. For each of above case organizations, their strategic alignment is decided by their parent organization in terms on areas such as growth plans, technology focus, investments and annual goals. Except C3 which is a fully integrated KPO/BPO player, for all other case organizations their alignment to their parent organizations may introduce strategy variations unless they are fully independent to set their own strategy and make such choices. Another important critical success factor that is common to all implementations is the top management commitment [39]. Taking a deeper look into five cases it was observed that in all the cases top management commitment exists and has mandated use of an improvement framework (each organization uses different name shown earlier). The commitment manifests in multiple ways indicating the depth of involvement. One of the interviewees summarized this by saying that “While commitment to LSS is always there, in practice some leaders choose to delegate things which they must not do”.

**B. LSS framework Implementation factors**

From various case studies variations are observed in the implementation of LSS framework. These can be seen in multiple dimensions such as timelines, scope flexibility of the framework itself and functional coverage, creation of client or function specific roadmaps, contribution to the annual goals, and support of improvement specialists such as black belts. Maximum time flexibility is seen for C4 while least is seen for C1. Scope flexibility is higher for captives i.e. C2 and C4 compared to 3rd party. Captives have the option of picking and choosing certain elements of the framework which are more suitable for given business requirement. 3rd parties usually insist on implementing entire framework as they consider it as foundational to further continuous improvement. In terms of the implementation roadmap C1, C3 and C5 consult, agree and get a signoff from their clients before starting implementation. C2 and C4 align their implementation roadmaps to their parent organization corporate goals and strategic plans.

**C. Human Factors**

Human factor is at the heart of LSS framework [27, 57, 59]. We discuss this in the context of LSS implementation to cover competency building, change management, and group platforms to allow team members to contribute towards the goal of continuous improvement. It is observed that C1, C3 and C5 have comprehensive training programs for all employees in building LSS competency. They have training programs ranging from 1-day to 4 days and is mandatory to be completed. For C2 and C4 the training is based on business pull or special drives conducted by improvement specialists from time to time. It is common to offer LSS certifications to the team members (such as white belt, yellow belt) to get greater a buy-in. In all five case there is a recent trend to move training programs on an online platform. In order to tap the creative potential of the teams all five case organizations have an idea contribution platform and a detailed implementation process, which is hosted on their intranet site. This helps to drive bottom up improvements and sharing of best practices while improving the engagement levels.
D. LSS Framework Details

Across all the five cases we have observed that the core LSS practices remain common however they vary in integration and implementation. There is also a variation in terms of orientation of practices either towards lean or six sigma. It is known that lean focuses on waste elimination (cost and speed), six sigma focuses on defect reduction (quality) this may be the possible reason for such orientation. Implementation structure also shows variation across five cases and it varies from five phases for C1 to 1 phase (with additional optional phase) for case organizations C2 and C4. Similarly, project methodology is DMAIC for C1, C3 and C5. C2 uses its own project methodology based on PDSA (Plan-Do-Study-Act) cycle. Lean practices seem easier to adapt for day to day execution and six sigma tools are more suitable for complex improvement projects.

Detailed practices are shown in Table VI. To manage multiple projects all five case organizations have a project portfolio management function at client, functional, or account level. This includes project selection and prioritization. It is observed that projects are aligned to the business or client goals.

E. Sustainability Actions

Sustainability is cited as a common challenge [21, 22] and multiple actions are put in place by all five case organizations. Most common are periodic maturity assessments of on floor practices, review of progress on LSS implementation plans by senior management and benefits tracking for implemented improvement projects. It was seen that the periodic assessments were customized for each case organization. C1 followed a 4-scale maturity assessment model, C2 has 5-scale maturity assessment model, C3 and C4 each have a compliance report with customized items to be assessed. C5 has a composite index that measures both practices implementation and the performance outcomes. These maturity assessments were the means of coaching floor teams to improve implementation and effectiveness of LSS practices. Reviews by senior management such as functional or delivery head is a consistent practice and is done either with a Master Black Belt or as part of projects portfolio review. There were also some unique ways of senior management review in C2 where senior leaders visit floor to directly see implementation and effectiveness of practices. This practice is referred to as “Doing Gemba” which has origins from Toyota [21]. Kaizen program discussed earlier for five case organizations was also observed as an important practice for LSS framework sustenance.

F. Impact of LSS implementation

All five KPO/BPO case organizations intend to achieve improved operational performance outcomes through LSS framework which are shown in Table VII below. Three

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Specific Improvements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>5% productivity improve, USD 1.2 million annual benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1 Speed</td>
<td>Ticket resolution time reduced by 20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>First time in line resolution improved by 13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>10% productivity improvement from December baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 Speed</td>
<td>Booking request processing time reduced by 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Reduced accounts receivable invoice errors by 25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>20% cost reduction in accounts payable processing teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3 Speed</td>
<td>Improved dispute resolution time by over 80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Improved accounts payable invoice auto match by 125% in high 901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>25% efficiency improvement of equity research process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4 Speed</td>
<td>Reduced equity underwriting processing time by 40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Reduced VAI refund processing defects 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>5% productivity gain leading to USD 4 million savings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5 Speed</td>
<td>Improved claims processing time by 60% bringing it within a day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Reduced warranty claims by 20% for FMCG major</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The case organizations commit significant resources to making this part of the organizational way of working. Three common indicators were chosen and data from primary and secondary sources was analyzed. While these are tangible outcome measures there were also tangible lead measures that were being tracked. Example of lead measure is completion of process trainings and certifications which impacts quality. Similarly, cross functional competency improves flexibility.

Apart from tangible measures, there are intangible measures [35] that are commonly seen in a service environment. These are also observed in the five case organizations. Example is a continuous improvement mindset. A common attribute for this across the five case organizations is use of kaizen program with various operational definitions and different set of measurements. One case organization applied the criteria as one-week timeline and a self-driven improvement, while another had month long timeline and a green belt actively involved during implementation. There are also different names used internally in each case organization.

Further a one-page view of cross-case analysis discussed so far is shown in Table VIII for various factors such as Organization factors, Implementation factors, Human Factors, Framework Details and Sustainability Actions
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VI. OVERALL CONCLUSION

Using a qualitative case study method, we have studied sustainability and impact of LSS practices implementations in selected KPO/BPO organizations. Qualitative research has revealed that each implementation was customized and unique though there were some similarities and core practices of LSS were followed. Researchers have observed key variables and some best practices for implementation and sustenance. The variations observed are primarily driven by organizational factors such as cost driver and strategic alignment. Top management commitment is a must in all cases to ensure smooth implementation. Active involvement of senior leaders beyond commitment further accelerates LSS framework implementation. Timelines for framework implementation vary widely due to extent of depth and width of implementation.

Similarly, giving flexibility to operations managers to decide their timelines ensures smoother implementation through competency building, concepts application and internalizing the practices. Support from improvement specialists greatly improves the implementation speed and effectiveness. It is important for leadership to tie LSS framework implementation with business goals and objectives. Thus, goals alignment across all levels of the organization is important. A comprehensive communication explaining LSS framework as a key enabler to achieve organizational and personal goals. Buy-in from operations managers is a key step in this direction as they are direct touchpoints for teams on the floor. Teams need to undergo LSS trainings to equip them with relevant knowledge of LSS framework and various tools and practices. Post training some handholding and follow up by dedicated improvement specialists or line managers ensures there is an ongoing support for practicing newly learnt framework. It was also mentioned multiple times by experts that a small improvement followed by a certification answers the question teams have i.e. “What’s in it for me?”.

Case study clearly reveals that the usage of LSS practices forms the core of LSS framework. LSS pool of practices that were observed were lean design, value stream mapping, problem solving, standard work, kaizens, 5S workplace organization, knowledge management, customer journey mapping, lateral thinking, agile practices, project prioritization, risk assessment, cost benefit analysis, client relationship, prototype testing, upstream waste analysis, standardization, automation, continuous improvements, daily management and latest digital technologies such as RPA, machine learning and big data analytics.

One of focus areas that gets missed out by these frameworks is managing day to day processes. This study also reveals some best practices on daily management that help the teams doing knowledge work.

- A daily management routine made part of team’s standard work helps the teams to organize better in terms of managing daily workload and actual resources at hand
- Daily morning huddles (stand up meetings) help teams to develop planning mindset, share latest process information and discuss ways of collaborating on specific client requirements
- Simple on floor visual boards done by the teams help in work load levelling, address daily backlogs before they become unmanageable
- Teams are self-directed and manage their own tasks
- Regular floor Go See visits by operations managers and senior leaders with the teams help reinforce LSS practices and address bottlenecks faced by the teams
- Various sustainability actions at multiple levels and multiple frequencies help in ensuring that LSS framework is being used, thus helping drive operational performance. Practices that engage and incentivise the teams and make them part of decision making have higher buy-in. This not only leads to consistent performance, but also improves the process continuously in turn helping it sustain.
- Sustainability practices observed in case study are kaizen program, project benefits tracking, project reviews, quarterly LSS maturity assessments, and LSS implementation dashboard.

Study also reveals lack of standard metrics specific to knowledge processes. A mix of objective and subjective metrics are used for measuring performance [35]. Most common metrics such as cost, time, quality, flexibility and customer services are implemented, and part of performance dashboard used for reviews with management and client.

Overall, we have observed LSS practices are adapted for KPO/BPO environment though there is no standard model for KPO/BPO. These practices seem to have mostly positive

Table VIII: Summary of cross-case analysis of 5 case organization for various factors of LSS operations management framework implementation and sustenance
impact on operational performance. With some structured actions the issue of sustainability is also addressed.

This study is unique as there is little published literature dealing with LSS in KPO/BPO and researchers have attempted to contribute in this important and growing field.

A. Research Limitations and Implications

Limitations of this study stem from fact that a qualitative case study method is adopted. Though this method reveals rich information on “How” the variables interact in the case context, it has a limitation in terms of generalization. Using five case studies and a cross-case analysis may address this issue to some extent but it not a replacement for empirically validated models. This study is unique to best of our knowledge and contributes to growing field of KPO/BPO sector. Managers will find case study useful as there are plenty of best practices discussed which will help them improve their cost, quality and speed of delivery. However, these should be adopted with caution as mentioned earlier due to the limitations of study method used. The academic community will find this study helpful for theory building in this field.

B. Scope for future research

Future research through more case such studies will strengthen theory building and help us to fully understand the variables at play. There is a need to build conceptual and theoretical frameworks and then empirically validate them. This would greatly contribute to our understanding of how outsourced knowledge processes can be managed. This will tremendously improve success rate of LSS implementations.
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